Do these same scans reveal genetic changes related to the evolution of intelligence, the 'making us smarter' of Henrich's title? Well, yes and no. Some of the most rapidly evolving genes in the human genome are genes related to cortical development [5] , but we don't know enough about their effects to say that they are making us more intelligent.
In fact, there is some reason to worry that the very attribute responsible for our cumulative cultural adaptationour ability to copy -could be making us individually less inventive and creative. Our cultures are now able to provide so much in the way of food, sanitation, shelter and protection that humans have, in effect, become domesticated by their own cultural achievements. Far from increasing intelligence, domestication in other animals tends to make them less tuned-in, less switched on, more bovine in their manner as they have less and less need to provide for or look out for themselves.
Is the same happening to us? It is now possible to fl oat through life actually knowing how to do very little. Most of us can be rather dim-witted, even if reasonably informed, because, coupled with the globalisation of ideas by way of the internet, even a few innovators can have large effects and the rest of us can merely lap up their products. What an irony that our cultures built on copying might ultimately infantilise us, diminishing our ability to survive in anything but a cossetted world.
Rainer Hedrich
Rainer What turned you on to biology in the fi rst place? I was curious about the principles of life and interested in what lies behind our senses. Around the time I was fi nishing school, the molecular mechanisms of vision, olfaction, and hearing were unknown, but genetics and molecular biology were seen as promising tools in sensory biology. So, I decided to study biology rather than medicine, paying no attention to any advice about job prospects. As a freshman at the Technical University of Darmstadt, I was most fascinated by neurobiology in general and especially membrane biophysics. After my second year, I moved to Göttingen, a center of neuroscience in Germany.
How did you get into plant sciences? When I arrived at the University of Göttingen, all the practical courses in neurobiology were already overbooked. So what was I to do? I took courses in plant sciences and was impressed to learn that plants too have senses that allow them to respond to signals. I was most attracted by guard cells and stomatal action, and a new professor, Klaus Raschke from East Lansing, USA, was about to establish this fi eld at the university. I became his fi rst student in Germany with Thomas Sharkey, my scientifi c 'brother' in the States. To learn about signaling in plant cells for my graduate studies, I focused on the cell biology of guard cells.
What was the key event in your career? Besides plant sciences, I continued to attend lectures and seminars in neurosciences. Göttingen University hosts the German Neurobiology Conference, which was attracting scientists from all over the world. When I was studying ion movement and guard cell volume control, Erwin Neher from the Max Planck Institute described in his seminar the patch clampa technique he had developed to resolve, at the single channel protein level, ion movements across the membrane. In May 1984, my final year of graduate studies, I got the chance to patch clamp the guard cells that I was able to isolate in a cell wall-free state. Because the plasma membrane was now accessible in these guard cells, the formation of a high-resistance seal between the glass pipette and membrane, a prerequisite for single ion channel recordings, was possible. During this time in Erwin's lab the then postdoc Julio Fernandez, the then student Julian Schroeder and I together showed that plant cells, like neurons, also had active ion channels.
As postdoc in Erwin's lab, I initially was unaware how lucky I was to work at the birthplace of the patch clamp. The MPI lab of Erwin Neher and Bert Sakmann (Noble Prize Physiology or Medicine 1991) was a great intellectual environment where use of the patch clamp allowed PIs, postdocs and grad students to make groundbreaking fi ndings. A new channel or phenomenon was identifi ed on an almost weekly basis. A stream of interesting scientists who passed through giving seminars or on sabbatical initiated new projects that led to the cloning and structure/ function studies with the fi rst ion channels from nervous systems.
